Background and Aims: Accurate determination of colonic polyp size is vital to an appropriate surveillance. The main aim of this study was to evaluate variation between the polyp size reported by the endoscopist and its pathological measurement. Methods: A retrospective analysis of all colonic adenomatous polyps resected in a 12-month period was performed at our center. Endoscopic and pathological size for each polyp were compared, and overestimation rates, underestimation rates, and endoscopic-pathological variation (EPV) were calculated. Results: Among the 573 polyps that were included, the mean endoscopic and pathological sizes were 8.00 and 6.66 mm, respectively. The most frequent error, in 62.1%, was overestimation by the colonoscopist. Overestimation and EPV were associated with resection technique (higher in endoscopic mucosal resection and smaller with biopsy forceps) and colonoscopist. They were not associated with years of experience in colonoscopy. Overestimation was more frequent in larger polyps. Conclusions: Our study shows significant discordance between endoscopic and pathological size of colonic polyps with a clear tendency for endoscopic overestimation. Larger polyps are more difficult to accurately assess than smaller ones. This propensity for error was not related to colonoscopist's years of experience and seems to be an individual tendency. entre o tamanho reportado pelo endoscopista e pelo anatomo-patologista. Métodos: Foi realizada uma análise retrospetiva de todos os pólipos adenomatosos ressecados, num período de 12 meses, no nosso centro. O tamanho endoscópico e patológico de cada pólipo foi comparado e foram calculadas as taxas de sobrestimativa, subestimativa e a variação endoscópica-patológica (VEP). Resultados: Foram incluídos 573 pólipos, tamanho endoscópico e patológico médio de 8,00 e 6,66 milímetros, respetivamente. O erro mais frequente, em 62.1% foi a sobrestimativa pelo endoscopista. A sobrestimativa e a VEP associaram-se à técnica de resseção (maior na resseção endoscópica da mucosa e mais pequena na pinça de biópsias) e ao colonoscopista. Não se associaram aos anos de experiência em colonoscopia. A sobrestimativa foi mais frequente nos pólipos maiores. Conclusões: O nosso trabalho mostrou uma discordância significativa entre o tamanho endoscópico e patológico de pólipos do cólon com uma clara tendência para a sobrestimativa. Os póli-pos maiores são mais difíceis de avaliar com precisão do que os mais pequenos. Esta propensão para o erro não se relacionou com os anos de experiência em colonoscopia e parece ser uma tendência individual.
Introduction
Screening of colorectal cancer (CRC) in asymptomatic patients can decrease both incidence and mortality of CRC [1] . Colonoscopy enables the identification and removal of premalignant polyps [2] , and close to 20% of endoscopic procedures are surveillance colonoscopies [3] . Surveillance guidelines are based on risk stratification predicted by findings on index colonoscopy and allocate patients to 2 groups: low and high risk of developing advanced adenomas. The high-risk group includes patients with polyps with villous histology, high-grade dysplasia, 3 or more adenomas, or at least 1 adenoma with 10 mm or more [1, 4] .
Determination of polyp size is vital to the assessment of CRC risk and surveillance [5] . Inaccurate size estimation may lead to the performance of unnecessary procedures [6] or misdirect patients to less aggressive followup [5] . There are several studies showing significant inaccuracy of endoscopically estimated polyp size when compared with pathological size [6] [7] [8] . An overestimation or underestimation is more likely to be important when the misjudgment crosses the 10-mm threshold [9] .
Inappropriate surveillance recommendations due to poor estimates range from 10% [6] to 47.8% [7] . Even after considering histological features and synchronous polyps [7] , inappropriate surveillance rates remain high. Endoscopic size results from a subjective 2-dimensional visual estimation [10] and has considerable variability among colonoscopists [6, 8, 9] . It is influenced by several factors, including colonoscopist's terminal digit preference [11] and distortion effect of fish eye lenses: objects located at the center of the displayed view appear magnified compared to objects located at the periphery [12] . Pathological size results from measurement with a standard ruler, after resection, directly measured either as a fresh specimen or after fixation in formalin [13] . All measurements should be reported to the nearest mm and not rounded [14] . Pathological size is more accurate and should be used to determine surveillance [9, 15] . However, an accurate endoscopic estimation of size remains crucial because there are still some situations where endoscopic size should be used, for example when pathological size is not available or if the lesion is fragmented [14] . Additionally, to determine appropriate surveillance intervals, an accurate endoscopic size is also crucial for safe implementation of optical diagnosis [12] for the "do not resect" and "resect and discard" strategies [16] .
Although pathological size is the preferred method to assess size, there are also several factors that can affect it, namely handling of specimens that may cause distortion of the polyp, effect of coagulation during polypectomy [12] , vascular collapse [17] , formalin fixation effect, and (like the colonoscopist's) the histopathologist's terminal digit preference of 0 or 5 [11] .
The accuracy of endoscopic size measurements should be monitored, deviation between pathologists and endoscopists should be minimized, and management decisions dependent on size should consider potential inaccuracy in the size measurement [15] . The main aim of this study was to evaluate variation between colonic polyp size reported by the endoscopist and its pathological measurement. The secondary aim was to determine if variables related to the polyp (polyp morphology or resection technique) or to the colonoscopist (executant or years of experience in colonoscopy) were associated with inaccuracy of endoscopic size.
Methods
This was a retrospective observational unicentric study. All colonoscopies performed in a 12-month period by 7 experienced colonoscopists at our center were assessed. All adenomatous pol- yps resected in a single specimen, not fragmented during retrieval, and with precise documentation of endoscopically estimated size, resection technique, and pathological measurement were included. Colonoscopies were performed using the colonoscopes Olympus ® CF-Q165L and CF-H180AL (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Endoscopic sizes, polyp morphology, and resection techniques were collected from colonoscopy reports. Helper tools to estimate the endoscopic size were not used. Pathological measurement was obtained after fixation with formalin (10% formalin solution) measured from the slide, unless the polyp was too big; in that case, it was measured from the fixed specimen at the time of dissection. Pathological sizes were collected from pathology reports. Polyps greater than 25 mm; polyps with unclear size (not reported or reported imprecisely); more than 1 polyp placed in the same container after retrieval, and patients with inflammatory bowel disease or a history of CRC were excluded. The Paris Classification was used for polyp morphology. Colonoscopies were performed by skilled colonoscopists, whose years of experience ranged from 4 to 25 years.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), version 22 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). Descriptive statistics were used for the outcome of interest. All endoscopic and respective pathological sizes were compared. To assess accuracy, overestimation, and underestimation rates and endoscopic-pathological variation (EPV; defined by the difference between endoscopic size and pathological size) were calculated. Statistical tests used were one-way ANOVA, χ 2 test, and Spearman's correlation coefficient. The significance level to reject the null hypothesis was considered to be ≤0.05.
Results
A total of 3,997 colonoscopies were assessed, and 573 polyps were included, corresponding to 507 patients. Among these, 58.3% were male; patients had a mean age of 64.8 ± 11.9 years. The majority of the polyps had a sessile morphology, and hot snare polypectomy was the most frequently used resection technique. Table 1 summarizes the polyp morphology and resection techniques. The mean endoscopic size was 8.00 ± 5.33 mm, and the mean pathological size was 6.66 ± 4.87 mm. The mean years of experience in colonoscopy was 13. The most frequent error, in 62.1%, was overestimation of the polyp size by the endoscopist when compared with pathological size. In only 26.2% of the cases, the endoscopic and pathological size were matched, and in 11.7%, the endoscopist underestimated polyp size.
The endoscopic overestimation was significantly associated with resection technique (χ 2 (3) = 9.363, p = 0.025) and executant (χ 2 (6) = 22.729, p < 0.001) and not associated with polyp morphology (p = 0.122) and years of experience in colonoscopy (p = 0.181). The overestimation rate was significantly higher in endoscopic mucosal resection and lower in the biopsy forceps group. The individual overestimation rate was not similar among all colonoscopists, varying from 39.2 to 74.3%. Figure 1 shows the accuracy of endoscopic size per endoscopist. The mean EPV was 1.34 mm, and it was significantly associated with polyp morphology (F(3, 51.969) = 8.490, p < 0.001), resection technique (F(3, 93.399) = 10.733, p < 0.001), and executant (F(6, 195.871) = 5.928, p < 0.001) and not associated with years of experience in colonoscopy (p = 0.280). Table 2 shows the endoscopic overestimation rate and EPV in different resection techniques. The EPV was significantly higher in flat elevated (IIa) polyps, as illustrated in Table 3 , and significantly higher in endoscopic mucosal resection. EPV was significantly different between colonoscopists, varying from 0.25 to 2 mm. Polyps were divided into 2 groups: polyps up to 10 mm and polyps with 10 mm or more, and overestimation rate and EPV were assessed. The overestimation was higher in polyps with 10 mm or more (69.9 vs. 58.7%), as was the mean EPV (2.35 vs. 0.89 mm). A match of the sizes was more frequent in the smaller-polyps group (30.5 vs. 16.5%). Table 4 shows the overestimation rate, underestimation rate, matching rate, and EPV in each of the groups.
Discussion
Endoscopic and pathological sizes are both subject to variability [12] . Despite the recommendation of the use of pathological size to determine surveillance, in clinical practice sometimes the endoscopic size is the only measurement available as in the case of resections performed in a piecemeal fashion, fragmentation during retrieval, or when pathological size is not available [15] . Thus, an accurate endoscopic estimation is crucial. Our study shows significant discordance between endoscopic and pathological size of colonic polyps with a clear tendency to endoscopic overestimation. Results from other studies are in agreement with ours, showing endoscopic overestimation in most cases of poor estimation [5-8, 17, 18] . Additionally, some studies showed opposite results with a tendency to endoscopic underestimation [13, [19] [20] [21] , but almost all of them used artificial colon models [19] [20] [21] which may not reflect the same in vivo conditions.
In our study, polyps resected by endoscopic mucosal resection were more frequently overestimated and had a higher EPV, and the inverse was observed for polyps resected with biopsy forceps. This may suggest that larger polyps are more difficult to accurately assess than smaller ones. We also confirmed this hypothesis by a subanalysis by size, showing that polyps larger than 10 mm had a EPV, endoscopic-pathological variation; EMR, endoscopic mucosal resection. higher overestimation rate and a higher EPV than polyps smaller than 10 mm. Although a comparison of the polyp with an open biopsy forceps is not routinely used to assess size, we speculate that its opening, prior to resection, may contribute to an improved size estimation. Our study only included adenomatous polyps, but the influence of polyp histology on accuracy remains controversial. While Schoen et al. [8] showed that inaccuracy was not dependent on histology (classifying polyps only into 2 groups: adenomatous or nonadenomatous), Anderson et al. [5] concluded that histology type did not influence overestimation rates, despite serrated polyps (vs. adenomas and hyperplastic polyps) conferring higher underestimation rates. In our study, the EPV was significantly associated with flat elevated morphology. This finding can possibly be explained by the borders of flat lesions which are frequently more difficult to distinguish than other morphology types. Anderson et al. [5] also concluded that nonpedunculated polyp configuration (sessile or flat appearance) was a significant risk factor for endoscopic overestimation, but most of the studies do not address polyp morphology.
Overestimation rate and EPV varied significantly among colonoscopists but are not related with years of experience, probably reflecting an individual tendency. This lack of association with years of experience is also supported by other authors [5, 13] . Some techniques have been described to reduce colonoscopists' estimation error. One of the most widespread techniques is the comparison of the polyp with an open biopsy forceps with a known diameter which is held against it. But, besides being time-consuming, some authors showed that there is still a great interobserver variability [6, 10, 19] . Several other devices to minimize endoscopists' error have been described, such as a graduated ruler [22] , a calibrated hood for use in cap-assisted colonoscopy [23, 24] , a linear probe [25] , and a virtual tape measure containing a laserline emitter [26] . Some of the devices described are prototypes, used only in investigation settings and tested in artificial or animal models, and others are not widely available or were not generally adopted in clinical practice. Thus, there is no standardized technique to improve endoscopic size estimation.
Our study has some strengths that must be highlighted. Despite the retrospective design, which is a limitation potentially leading to bias, it enabled us to retrieve data of real-life and daily routine practice. Also, unlike most studies in this research area, we were able to gather a large sample size, and, to the best of our knowledge, there is only 1 study with a larger cohort than ours. Additionally, we included polyps with all sizes up to 25 mm, while some studies excluded small polyps. Our study also has some limitations. First, pre-and postfixation measurements were not compared. However, several studies have refuted the previous belief that formalin shrinks the polyp, demonstrating no significant differences between fresh and fixed specimens [8, 13, 17] , so it seems unlikely that the size difference is justifiable by formalin effect. Second, the retrieval method which may influence polyp size was not recorded due to insufficient data from colonoscopy reports. Finally, we cannot evaluate the impact on surveillance intervals because we did not take into account other variables, such as total number of adenomas, histologic features, or bowel preparation.
In conclusion, our study demonstrates a significant inaccuracy of endoscopically estimated size with a propensity for overestimation. Our results suggest a clear need for improvement and raise questions about inappropriate surveillance intervals with all the costs and risks associated with unnecessary colonoscopies. Being aware of our own limitations is an important step towards improvement. Are the colonoscopists aware of their own tendency for error? Would a regular monitoring of discrepancies in endoscopically estimated sizes contribute to improving accuracy? Will technology be able to provide widely available new tools? Further investigation is needed to address these questions.
